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PURPOSE 07 TEIS STUDY
The purpose of this paper is to present a eomparatlTe study

of a selected rock a aspic from the main diabase sheet
}'t.

Holyoke range

ani'

of

the

another selected sample from the large dike

which ante the sandstones, crrerlying the main sheet near Pry
Brook at the western end of the range, ana presumably

the

main

sheet also; and after field observations to confirm this assnaptlon,
making
then by using seal-micro methods of ehealeal analysis an^
a
first,
a petrographle study, to draw eonelusions coceerning:
sheet and the
possible genetic relation between the main diabase

dike to
dike; second, the relation of this diabase and

similar

feasibility of applying
roek throughout the world; and third, the
seal -si to methods to roek analyses.

SI OTITIC AIC1 OF BOCK STUDIES

The analytical study of rooks, whether they he igneous or otherwise, has significance in aueh divisions of science aa physical and

analytical ehetnistry, geology, mining, physios, and

in agriculture.

All rooks • if not igneous, are fieri Yea ultimately from

rook, which represents the cooled, solidified, and

igneous

the

crystallised

molten magaa, whose nature is that of a true solution

and

whose

solidification follows the laws of physical chemistry.

According to Sashing tor (1), "the science of geochemistry
tossed in a large part on the chemical composition of

is

igneous rocks*

and 'a knowledge of the chemical composition of igneous rocks is
also necessary

—

for the study of such petrologie problems as diff-

erentiation, consanguinity , petrographie provinces, rock
and petrogenesis*

—

-

weathering,

'the chemical composition of the igneous

rocks

may also enter into problems of wolcanology, seismology, isostasy,
continental drift, and the origin of the solar system",

nhile

s

knowledge of principles in the field of physical ehemintry is essential
for rook studies, yst "the study of igneous rooks may he of service
to the sister science because the systems under conditions of mass,
time, temperature, and pressure, often in the presence of dissolved

gasee, some of which conditions it is impossible to reproduce severally or conjointly in the laboratory". (1)
To quote Hlllebrand and Lundell the quantitative analysis

rocks is a most "complex and often trying problem"

anrt

of

conatantly

demands more refined and improved methods, whose development,

even

today, tends

to lee

to sor.e extent. (2)

It le through the sere re

demands of rock analysis that the general field of analytical ehemIstry has advanced, but as pointed out by Klllebrand and

Londell

in eonneetlcn with the technical analysis of sine ores, slags, and

cements, "there is a woeful Inability to obtain accordant results". (2)

Bosk analyses hare contributed such toward the development
naintalnenee of high standards In quantitative work.

in this field has progressed

and

The advancement

from the simple but accurate

analyses of such eminent chemists as Berzelius and »Ohler ,

later megascopic methods of rook analysis by knshingten,

mineral
to

the

ftlllebrand,

Clarke, and others; and finally, as the most recent step introduced
In the last few years, to the application of seml-mi^ro methods which

have been shown by Guthrie and Miller to be well adapted to this type
of work.(3)

It is this last method which was followed In this

and its sucrose will be discussed later.

study

As far as the writer

is

aware, this is the first attempt, ot er than that mentioned above, to
T

use semi-slero methods in a rock analysis.

Washington'* latest book

on rook analysis, published in 1930, did net mention sesl-mlero
methods.
In recent years, a new application of the chemical analysis

rocks has some to the fore.

Considerable interest has been shown

the agriculturist in the Importance of the minor elements

field of ploat nutrition.

of

The more complete chenied rock

in

by

the

analyses

of recent years has shown the presence of many rarer constituents as
titanium, boron, vanadium, copper, sine, manganese, zlreoninn,

and

-4-

othors often In »ea*ureable ueuntfl in certain types of reek.
ell eolle are ultimately derived from Igneous rocks, the

Slnee

composition

of the soil depends entirely* except for volatile setter, upon

the

original eheaieal composition of lte parent rook, allowance nuat
ante, however, for a certain amount of loea in composition by

process of weathering*

the

The preseree of the rarer elements in

rook and henee In the soil, led to the idea of investigating

he

the
the

effect of these minor constituents on plant nutrition. An interesting

pamphlet published by the Chilean Nitrate Educational Bureati Ine.,
entitled "Vital Element**, present* a 5004 review of this subject.
Quoting The Botanical 5c view . April 1336, the above pamphlet etatea
* 'Soring the

last thirty five yeaxx the literature on the relation

of miner elements to plants

fees

become very extensive. Villi s*

bibliography covers between 2000 end S000 references
the field is not •overed"

.

—

but

As further pointed cut in

(4)

California Cultivator , June 1935, **Se *ncw,

-what

even so
the

minute neounte of a

considerable number of elements such as sine, copper, boron, manganeae,
ant probably many others, are Just an necessary as nitrogen, potassium,

phosphorus, and calcium ,w ,(4)

Gere, then, lies a comparatively

new

field for the application of rock analyses*
Washington remarks that a knowledge of the
has value in "the light that

«say

fc*

a? nor

constituents

thrown on the origin and formation

of ores, and the possibility of such chemical study of the igneous
and aetamoTphic roeks leading in the future to eeonoaie advances. (1)

-5

Book analyses are also being used in work designed to learn,
with greater accuracy, the age of the earth.

The determination of

the lead-uranium ratios by nany German investigators, and

that

of

the helium content aa carried oat by Lane, brought interesting results.

R£VISf OP LITERATURE

OXEZKAL

VMM OF ANALYTICAL

MM

Tarioua analysta have written eoneernlng the ala to be kept

In

mint •nc> the procedure to be followed In the analyses of rooks, such
aa the constituents to be determined, the summation, the rating

of

the analysis, and the expression of the results.
As pointed out by Washington, the first step in every eheKieal

rock analysis should be a alorosoopie study of the thln-seetion
one who has a knowledge of petrography.

Such aa examination

by

serves

several ends: flrat, as a acacs of aaeertaining the freshness of

the

for the
eeaple; seoond t as a neana of insuring a representative aaaple

giving an
analysis; third, as a guide for the subseguent analysis by
including
idea of the sinerals, and hence the elements present,

minor constituents; fonrth, aa
for the

rock,*

e

the

basla for the calculation of the nora

and finally, aa a neana of interpreting the genet?

history of the rock.
consideration when about
One of the first things to be taken Into
concerns the constituents to
to undertake a Quantitative rock analyaia
connection "In every rock
be determined, •eahington reaarka in this

analysis worthy of the n*we ell the
determined* •( 8)

By

m!m

mis

eenetituents

emst

eonatituente were Beaut si Ilea,

ferrle and ferroaa oxides, magnesia, lime,

he

elnalnn,

soft*, potash, as* water.

These oxide* ware emphsaissd by *ashlngton(5), Hillebrand (»)«

<U5<*

others; however, in $ashingto»'8 latest work (1), he iseluded
three wore oxides as w» Jcr constituent is whieh previously had

been

considered minor, namely, tltanla, mengenous oxide, and pheephorae
per. toxica.

9a faro for his reasons the feet that tftaniaji

and

phosphorus "are invariably present in igneous reefce, - TiOfi and ?20g
are precipitated and weighed with the alumina, so that their welghta

sunt he subtracted frow that of the aixed precipitate to arrive at
the eorreet flgnrs for Al.C^

.

Manganese fa sine present in nearly
Theea

e lessee of igneous rooks, although nsually in small amounts.

three constituents, together with the other nine, are the west

abundant oxides is the earth's emet, an la ahoan hy the following

data tafcea frow Washington and Clarice (»):
810,

m
3

CaC
3a*G

HfO

Inel.

59.18
15 ,34

3.08
2*80
3.49
5.08
3.84
3,13
1.15
1.05

Psis
Qaexts
Orthoelese
AIM to
dnorthlte
Piopslde
Ryperethene
Kagnetlte
Ilaenlte
Apatite

10*02
18.?5
32.49
15,59
6. 46
9.64
4.41
1.9§
.6?

.80
.1?
• 50

On the basis of the results obtained free eoapilatlea, Washington

Hated in

the following order those roe* constituents whieh should

be determined in every rook analysis "if it is to eonferm to

the

requirement as to satisfactory completeness s SiO g , *i0 2 , AljOj,
ft
FeO, UnO. KgO, CaO, la^O, Kg O. H^tf, HgO", ? 8 5 «. It Is
these main constituents that sake up the hulk of the igneous rook,

Fs 0

g 3

,

as shown hy the preceding table, and which enter into the quantitative classification of igneous rooks as well as to the interpre-

tation of their genesis.
With respect to the major components, Washington (1) urges
the separate determination of ferrous and ferric iron, emphasizing

that "the proper separate determination of these two is

essential

to the complete chemical discussion of the rock magma snd

the

calculation ©f the mineral composition, either normative or nodal*. (5)
Failure to determine them separately throwm ar error on the alumina

figure and the proper interpretation of the magma la then i-spoBsible,
as well ss the ealculstlon of the norm snd

th--

general classification

ef the rock,
twelve
fas other rock constituents, in addition to the

major

since they
ones mentioned ahoTC. are termed miner constituents,
role in a
usually eeeur in small amounts and play a subordinate
rock, hut Washington remarks that both
euantitative discussion of

importance of their deClarke and Rillebraad "lay stress upon the
petrologies! problems". (5)
termination for the solution of memo broad
Geological Survey
Rook analyses carried out hy the United States
in most reeks of the elenentm
have shewn the rather common occurrence
ef molybdenum in the acid
titanium, barium, and strontium; and also
in there rich in sodium,
rocks, vanadium in the basic types, sirconium
very basic recks such es the
and finally, nickel and chromium in the

8-

peridotities.

It la in this connection that the wleroeeopie study

plays its important prc-enalysis role, since in this *sy the presence
of the miner constituents nay often be detected end so, as suggested

ay Washington • ^uifie the eourse of the analysis,

the sore outstand-

ing nlnor elements according to Washington are those which

are

precipitated and weighed with the major constituents and thua. If
present, and not determined, may giwe R false walne for the major

constituents inrelwed.

For example, slreoniua, chromium,

ana* inn,

exiles
and the rare earths are precipitated and weighed with the UjO*
and
end when the alumina is forms by «lfferenee, as it generally is,

then all
the minor constituents are present in measures* le anounts,
if he
their weight is thrown upon the alumina, which is too high
amounts
correction is wade. *Ac these oxides sre scldos present in

greater than a few tenths of one percent .

anfi

usually such less,

error in the figure
neglect of then will seldon involve appreciable

for alumina*, says Washington. (1)
the aepar*te
Both Washington (1) sad Hlllebrsnd (6) adToeata
the latter stating
determination of combine* and hydroscopic water,
110 degreee and its
that -the estimation of the loss at 100 or
as affording the lithseparate entry in the analysis are advieehle
of one or sore of the
ologist an indication of the mineral chsrscter

rook constituents". (*>
value of the lime and soda
Strontium and lithium amy affect the
According to Washington,
respectively by being weighed with them.
In such ninute amounts that
•both strontia and lithia are present
affect the figures for line or
their non-determination will seldom

soda to an appreciable extent*. (1)
The reaainlng eleaenta to be grouped as ainor eor.atituenta, of

ahieh none affects the Talus far the aajor components, induce,
according to fteehlngtori, nickel, cobalt, copper, ana Carina exldea,
eulphur, sulphur trioxice, ehlarine, fluorine, ana carbon
He yarding the ana^aticn, Eillebrand says

T,

dioxide.

a eesplete eilleate

rock analysis whteh foots up laaa then 100 percent la generally leaa
sstisf actor/ than one which shows a aunraation aoaewhat In exoes* of
100 percent" . (6)

Tepuritiea In the reagents, a dusty laboratory,

and incomplete washings are factors whieh anat he considered.

Mth

Iran
pare reagents, a clean laboratory, and an adequate supply of plat

eeapetent
"there la usually little excuse for failure on the part of a
•50" • (a)
shealst to reach a emsaation within the Units 99.75 ana IOC

Washington would place the allowable Units at 99.50 art 100.75.
others,
Proa a study of £291 analyses, token froa Waahiagton end

Bobineon (8) showed the trend in the snoaation of rosk enalyeee:
10 froa 97 w
98 60
«
99 1253
100 1846
*
101 195
*
108 84
*
108
8

98 percent
99
"
100
*
101
108
*
108
w
104

Proa this study, ha concluded that the
work was 100. 14<*

one"

swage

suaaatioa of superle*

of inferior work 100.60*

adoptee by the United Stntes
In expreaslng the results, the nethod
in teras of the oxide
Geological Surrey is to state the elements foend
is used to indicate thoae
and in the order stated shore, the tern trace

10
eor.stitutrts found to be present in wnwolgfeahls amounts.

For those

he
constituents not looked for the tern n.d. (not determined) i» to

used.

Washington states that the percentage should he eerrie*

two deeiaals. whieh represents a

Unit

in weighing

of .0001

to

grew*.

FBKVIOUS DIAB1SJC ECGK STCTttS
rocks, in
Eiahase rocks are defined by Keap as being "igneous

plagioelese. augite. and
sheets or dikes, oonsistlng essentially of
possessing a texture
soae aagnetite, with or without oliwine. and
is eenwm throughout
often sailed ©phitie*. (9) This typs of rock
hasie rooks Known as gebhres
the worlc and is Tery siwllar to the
apparently been rewseds
except that the order of crystallisation has
cosing out of the li fluid
so that ineteaa of the basis constituents
hare apparently sueesece* sueh
state before the sere acid ones, they
rocks sre characterise* by
asid alaerals as ths plagioelases . Such
of
* in the crystallisation
their diabasic texture. Boson states
crystallise out together at
basaltic sags* plagloolaae and pyroxene
of which. xi*.. plagieelase. hss s
a wary early period" and "the one
under conditionc of rapid
greater specific tendency to idioaorphisn

conclusion that the ophitic
growth"; these two stetenents lesd to the
order of crystallisation, but
texture is duo sot to a rerersal in the
under conditions which pemitted
to a simultaneously crystallisation
fores of crystallisation to deweiope
that ainerl hawing the strongest
rocks sre characterised by the
its crystal bound tries. U\ ) Such
plagioclas. surrounded by shspeless
•longated and rectangular rod. of
occurrence
reck, are extruelw in their
augite snd oliwine. Since these
porphyritie.
-grained and often slightly
their texture is generally fine

11

The tern trap is frequently aprlled to diabases or basalts

an*

Keep defines trap aa "any dark, finely erjetalline, igneous Beak*. (9)
in excellent discussion of the nature of dlabaaee

»

or

baeelts,

la given by H.S.Waahlngton (7), who preeente a eorprehensive review

af the nature and oeeurranoa of this type of Igneous rook.

says

He

that these rooks generally occur In horlaontal sheets covering large

areas In many parts of the world, often aeny thousands of net ere in
thickness.

The raaaon for their unique occurrence has been shewn

of fluidity.
by aany Invent! gatora to he attributed to their high degree

The Anerlcan Rolling

«U

Cenpany, after a etudy of their slags, fauna

that "the higher the Iron oxides In si age the core fluid their siege

will he*. (?)

It is a wall known fact that the ferrous silicates are

sore easily fusible than those of ealelua or wagnesiua.

It Is at onee

highly ferroapparent, then, that the basic basaltic aegnaa, which are
lavaa and
aagnealo, ere fusible at lower teaperaturee than the aeidie
and under cooler
that consequently they remain In a fluid atate longer
conditions than the granites or other aeld typea. Thie phyalcel

property peraits the basaltic lava to flow out upon the surface

,

or

Saahlngton
intrude near the surface , In huge extensive flows, which
Archibald
describee aa being aueh like the flowing of water. Sir

Gieke

(

la tare 1886) suggested that these flows of basalt

1 aimed

quietly

which he appliea
froa fissures, an idea also held by faehington and to
Idea af flatness
the nana "plateau flows" ainee plateau eonnotea the
by rcaaon
horlsontslity, whieh this type af lava was able to eseus*

and

of lta high degree of fluidity and quiet effluence

-12-

ln the pcper Just mentioned, Washington arranged the various basalts

found throughout the worlfl,

ir.to

eeverel groups, baee<* upon

regions

in which they occur, discussed the nature and extent of the rock in

each case as well as the aegaseoplc, nlereseoplc, and chemical features
These

end presented a comparison between the several groups.

traps

range in geologic time froa the pre-Cas>brian down to the recent.

brief resume of his several groups will now be offerer

1

Deecan traps

A

.

These are extrusive rooks over 200,000 square niles

in area found in centre! and western India and having an average thick-

ness of 2,000 to 2,800 feet.

The color varies frow blask to dark grey

and in grain from dense aphanitie to coarse colerltle.

rare.

Phenoerjsto are

enstatlteA thin-eecticn study reveale the sinerals lebradcrlte,

augite, sone olivine, irregular Basses of aegnetite.
ilaenlte, and rarely apatite.

eosse

leueoxene,

In cone instances the glass was present

residua rich in augite and
up to 100 of the rosk as an interstitial
sf augite and
magnetite. As the glass content increases the amounts
not fine faror with
aegnetite decrease, althc this observation does
ant others. The rock contained
reeer.t studies as carried out by Bowen
euhedral, the texture
considerable water. Since the rlagioelase was
reason sf the generally
was tlabaalc Washington conduced that by
and anhefral augite
occurring ophitic texture, the euhedral plagioclase
In regard to the comthe plagioclase crystallise* before the augite.
since there was a progressive
position of the glass, he believed that
the glees Increased, the
decrease of the magnetite and the augite as
have already present the recent
latter s,st be a mixture of the two. «*

-12-

ferrcragntsiw* aineral».
oonelusions eonccrnln* a resiew* rich in the
constant high water content.
fhe «laaa nest be hyoro^s ae ehown by the
that the *eter ie prlaery
7h « freshness of the ntnerals nuet inalcete
in it« origin.

series of extensive
Orcjgonlan Basalt s These rocks consist of a
square alles In the extreae
sheets covering an area of soae 800,000
States, fhe reek is coarsely
northwestern portion of the
brownish black to dark
doleritle to eeneely aphanitio. end with a
before, the chief alnerale are
*r*y color. Phenoerysts are rare. As
and the aahedral interstitial
the latb-sbapee , enhedral labraderite
present, both in snail
sugits. There is oonsiderable na*netlte
Olivine is absent, but there is
oetahedra end as irregular masses.

MM

often sons glass*
Thnl.

m Baa.lt.

of

Th... root. «r. .

Atl«tl.
o.« .««•.« ««t of th. pr..»t Sort*.
*»
r,«i» o»U - t»l»»«« fr««»t.. I»
of

tM«

root.

a«*«r r..lt«,

third, th.

miotic,

„, throng

tmmnM*

X, .nd .i
ti.».d.

.f .

•«

«s«mr..». (U)

Mr.lo«i..llJ.

»r

„„i«a
«.„.,...»

.onsl.tlng

o.*t.»».c

>1f

.Men,

of

»o

»"
lament.. «d
Th... roo*.

««

9f 0r,e,,!

th «

t»».r.*l.

*H

.111.; »"«

«»•»•

..«>o.ltl».>.

"""« a

»•«

t„«

oth.r
diff.r. l»t ltttl. fro. th.

o».pt th.t n.ltb.r ««n.tit..

««•»

of

of

«r«t

..tar.

t»t

"fir.*, th.

eoeon*. th. ta,«r™i.n of

of

tUbule

MM
" f~».mi"

r*r.l*

opMtl.

«n-

•»

or opotlt..

— «»««.«

.r..t.tlf-««It..

1th
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glass, ard with or without olivine.
These are dense, eowpaPt, brownish-black

Patagenlan Basalts
rooks.

In addition to the usual enhedral labra^orlte and echedral

auglte, there Is present also ilaenite, sneh brownish glass, sons
serper.tlnlsed olivine, and scattered grains of magnetite.

Algraklan and Pallaadan Traps These rocks are found in two
localities; the fereer in the Lake Superior eountry. t e latter In

Trias el o sills extending

**©

Scotia to Sonth Carolina.

They

nearly
are oonpossd largely of labradorlte and snstatle-augite In

equal nnounte which together eonpoee about 90* of the rock aess.
this
\'leropegB*tite and glass are ©©w&on In the Palisadan traps and

group is rsportea to vary widely In Its ehenical composition.
the average
The following table, taken fron Washington, shows
of roekt
chenleal eonposltien of the varioos diabase groups

liX

ie%&
ylr*
HgO
Qafl

«r_*
BtgQ
KpO
lipO

V 9 ol
K»0

tm
50.61
50.61

13.58
3.19
s!l9
9.92
*
it
5.46
9.45
«
2.60

m

.72

2.13
1.91
.39
.16

loTO?

2.

49.98
13.74
2.37
11.60
M..n
4.78
8.21
2.92
1.29
1.22
2.8T
.78
.24
100.95^
1075T5K

3.
4*
47.46
47.
13.89
W.89

3.58
3.59
9.38
6. 79
9.83
».90
2.90
1.01
1.48
2.71
.43
.
.22
'

4.
50.74

12.60
4.78
7.25
9. 00
3.90
2.59
.72

.72

2.73

2.28
I.JO

.37
.31

«sl|

1. Average of 11 analyses of Secean traps.
*
"
Oregonlan basalts,
2,
"
w Thulesn
•
sj*
m
33
4 1 One analysis of a Patagonian basalt.
Average of 8 analyses of Pali sedan traps.
.
6. Daly's sversge eonposltion of basalts.

"6

6.

5.

lt.fi
15.85
5.57
6.34
6.08
8.91
Z m ZZ
5.18
1.63
1.76
1.39

50.66
14.28
3.41
8.58
6.92
8.60
2.92

.47

.17
1
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jhe following table, taken from Washington, chows the noras

calculated

for four of the groups
I,

2.

8.

4.

Quartz
Orthoelase
Alblte

4.14
4.49
££•01

Anor thl to

tz .07
17.41
17.78

2.16
7.78
24.62
80.57
18.08
80.78

5.5$
88.04
28.
18.14
12.86

8.89
20.96
19.74
15.44
19.20

3.43
5.47
8.08

5.57

7.45
1.01

6.78
5.0?
1.01

tlepslde
E^persthene
Olivine
Magnetite
llaenlte
Apatite

4.64
8.65
1.01

n

1. Average of 11 Eaeean traps.
«
*
6 ©re gen basalts.
g#
»

«

83 Thuleaa basalts.

4, One Patagonia, basalt.

paper, concerned eesplee
Sines the study carried out la thie
Mt. Holyoke range and the
taken fro. the sain trap sheet of the
aeahere ef the Pelisatan er
dike at Ury Brosk, both of which are
go into this phase acre
Newark systea of trap reeks, we shall

extensively.
rooks of the Connecticut
Haaes (2) aaee a study of the trap
aost part on saaploe taken froa the
Tallcy. concentrating for the
Included aaalyscs of rocka from the
State of Connecticut, hut he
found the principal alnercls
Holyoke range for oeaperleon. *e
*agto he labredorite, aogltc.
repealed by a thin-Beet ion study,
ti.ee anorthlte
eoac olivine, and often
quantities,
saall
in
netite
ascribed
site, was reported and he
at various Connecticut

ChlorUe
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differences of hydration to geographio location.

He included the

following analyses:

SlOo
A1 20^
FeeoS
FeO

CaO
He20
EpC
E*0
TfOg
?«0a

;s

,

"f*

1.

2.

3.

51.78
14.20
3.59
8.25
7.6?
10.70
2.14

52.68
14.14
1.95
9.99
6.38
9.88
2.56

42.28
15.92
1.19
10.20
5.99
7.44
3.40

.39

.87

.72
J. 90

.14
.44

.44

.37

«Mf,

1. Eolerite fro* Kest K ek, near lew Keren, Conn.
of 2).
2. Sanplc fros Vt. Holyoke range (average
Conneetieut.
in
Ridge
Saltonstall
Lake
a. Saeple frou

are s»de
Sana 68) says that the trape of the Connecticut Tnllej

with sose olivine
«p of pyroxene, labradorite, ana na^netite.
change.
apatite with chlorite often present as a local

and

He states

odours in large biased
that the pyroxene reeeables hornblende and
Basses, with soaetlmes
crystals. The aagnetite whieh is in irregular
describes •* confined to the
an aboresecnt crystallised fore, he
high water content cf
hydrous types of rook. To account for the
ti«e the laek cf weathering, for the
these rocks, and at the
that the leva which has cone
nost psrt, 7ans offers the explanation
cutis free cf water, while these
up through the older crystallines
hydrous, a condition whieh increase,
ting thresh the sandstones ere
northward fro. Hew haven to Mt. Tow.
as one passes in the valley

mm

-17Tbe moisture fonnd access to the aolter. lava while It was In the

proses, of eruption* Boferfcing to this sane voter. Howes soys,
"If trap rocX rising

tip

through red sandstone, aelted, encountered

subterranean waters, and it was inpossible for the vapors produced

by the heat to be pressed back, owing to hydrostatic pressure above,
then these vapors, together with others as COg set free frow com-

bination in the strata by heat, would pass Into the we 1 ten wags*
and this night explain the change fron dolerite to diorite". (15)

Lewis (14) conduct.* an intensive study of the trep rock of
the Palisafian series, with those of the State of Hew Jersey as
the objective of his work.

She roe* Is dark colored, generally

The
coarse -grained and when finer textured sowetlses pcrphyritlc.
and anheiral
essential ninerals are reported to be euhedral plagioclase
»iuarts is usually
angite with ninor anounte of nagnetite and apatite.
these two occur, they
present, together with orthoelase. end when
Elotlte and olivine
are found on the fringes of the plagioelases.
chalcopyrite. and rutile.
ere so*cti*es found and rarely pyrite.
and occasionally a pyridine
Tho plagioclase shows albite twinning
Xbs extinction angle nowal
twin is present as is csrlsbad twinning.
be a little undsr ?0 eegrees. which
to the 010 face, he found to
In.lusions
Lewi, does not say
place, it as labradorite. although
wagnetlto
and olivine are conaon. The
in the plagloclsces of apatite
with a few orystal. so-tiae. in
masse,
irregular
i*
generally
*ae
inclusion,, of plagioclase and
evidence. In certain instances,
magnetite to
cases. Lewi, thought the
augite wer. seen, and in such
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be secondary.

inThe an*lte was pale groan to eolorlees and bed

•melons of «a£netito, biotite, and rarely apatite.

M

ainerel was bo oriented

Coiaetiaee. this

to enclose the feldepars, giving rise to

the eieropomiitio or ophitio struetnre.

the aagite wee often

or yellow eerpentine.
altered to green chlorite, fibrous assphibole,
cutting this trap, X*wis
in regard to the diXes which were found
blackened by magnetite
reports considerable brownish glass often

crystals of plagioelaee, eugite
dust and seactiaes containing slender

and oliTlno.
Itol *ok»

"

aieoeee
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ha« been resorted.

Speaking of the relationship of the flikes to

the s« In sheet, Twerpon says,

»f

***** is B *oro "

the
seopieally and microscopically indistiagalehable froa that of

coarseness ere eeafl OVB when the specimens of the sa»e degree of
wueh eoareerg
pered, though the roek of the flow le In general
The rooke of the
grained and is uniformly aneh «ore deeoapcaed.
olivine, whieh is
dikes le glaeey at their borders and contains
in the later oneeMlS)
absent fron the main trap sheet, bat present

gabVroid roek in the
Shannon (16) describee a ooarse-gralnefl
large
Sestfleld. whi-h showed in a thin-seetlon .

parries at

with a flne-gralnef grenndaaea
crystals of pyroxene and olagioelaae
needle-like crystals of plagioelaee
eoaposed for the aost part of
patches, all being altered to
with interstitial angite in anheftral

he identiealle< diabanite. the pyroxene
a greenish brown chlorite
ae andeslne.
fied as angite and the plagioelaee

-80FTSL25 ASS 1ABCBAT0HY STTOIES

FIELD ASPECTS OF THE FEOBLSM
The Mt. Holyolte

ft!

abase represents one of several outpourings

of 1st* which toot place in the Conner ti oat Valley region durlrg
Trieseie tine.

It Bakes the protecting sumslt portion of the pre-

sent Mt. Bolyoke range whose origin will he summarise*.

At the beginning of Tr lassie tine, the previously folded

crystallines having been profoundly truncated, a greet north-south
whleh
fault took ple?e, re evil ting in the formation of a basin in
horizontal
was deposited a series of coarse sandstones in a nearly
thickness. Parattitude and which reached many hundreds of feet in
several ejections
ing the deposition of the sandstones, there were
and according to
of lava which flowed out over the sandstones,

Emerson (15), under water.

The aphanltle texture of the rock, in-

v****ular and anygdeloidal
dicating rapid cooling, together with the
rwerson and others, to
structure on macrons exposed surfaces, led
extrusive in nature. My own
conclude that nest of these flows were
eeae of the Eolyoke
observations confirm this conclusion in the
of the dip slope to the south
sheet, for 1 found near the lower part
structures, indie, ting that
of the range, neny examples of vesicular
which points conclusively
the eneloeed gases had a chanee tc escape,
to an extruslTe flow.

ef which there were four,
yellowing the outpouring of each sheet,
the Igneous rock. Pikes of varying
acre sandstone was deposited above

'11

sizes are found cutting the sandstones at different places.

Towards

the close of Triaasio tine and the beginning of Jurassic, extorsive

block faulting occurred with the foraation of numerous bloc* mountains, throughout the t alley, which had a steep faee on one side and

a gentle dep slope on the other.

Prolonged erosion resulted In a

complete peneplanatlon of the entire area.

Subsequent uplift at the

elose of Cretaceous tine, followed by another erosion ported, gave

rise to the present alley; with the less resistant sandstone bein*r

worn away* leaving the wore resistant trap standing forth aa sharp
ridges.

On such ridge i» the

tt.

Holyoke range, which starts abruptly

in the southern part of the town of Anherst, where it has a steep

northern face and a gently southerly dl? slope, and erter.de westward
with a gradual swing towards the south, until at "t. Ton the dip Is
easterly about thirty degrees.
Hartley,
Sear try Brook at the western end of the range in South
the wain sheet,
a large dike, oowe distance south of the dip elope of
The dike fed
cuts through the sands tone orer lying the nain sheet.
these overlying
an extrusive flow of unknown extent which caps
evident In sany
sandstones. In this flow, vesicular structure Is
considerable cetenerphplaces. The sandstones, cut by the dike, ere

distance froa the dike.
scd near the sone of contact and at sone
changed to graphite.
Organle natter in the sandstone has been

The question

mediately arises

cuts through the nain sheet.

as to whether or not the dike

There are, cf course, several possibili-

intrusive, in which eaae the overlying
ties. The nain sheet night be
an
dike could then represent
sandstones would be older and the

-22-

apophysis of the sain sheet, contemporaneous with It.

If the sheet

were extrusive, then the sane at ores overlying it would he younger
and since these have been shown to he older then

tfce

dike it wonld

follow that the dike would he younger then the Bain sheet and would
therefore out through it.

In the latter ease there are two alterna-

tives; either the dike end the sain sheet are genetically related,

ejeetion of
that Is to say. they represent different stages in the
a different
the same sagas; or they are unrelated, each representing
work, was to
original sagsa. The aim, la part, of the analytical
eonposltlon and
eospsre the sheet and the dike ss to the eheoieal

the case say he,
then determine say siallarity or difference, as

hetween the two.
to show the field
The dlagrsaaatte sketch helow Is intended
between the naln sheet and
relations, as diesussed above, existing
of the essple selected frsa each
the dike. The apprsxiaate location

with an X.
for the anslytlcal study is narked

-25-

The saaple s selected for this study were chosen with greet care
to insure that the samples were fresh and represents tire of the sheet

end the dike in each instance

A sample

frora the

Bain sheet of the ran^e was taken froa the

east wall of the quarry at the "notch", located on the Aaherst- Tenth
Hartley road and taken froa a point estimated as being shout IOC fest

helow the present upper surface.

How far above

t^.is

point the

original, now eroded, surface extended could not he deterained.

Eaersen (15) estimated the thickness of this flow to he in the neighborhood of 400 feet and it seen* reasonable to conclude that the saaple
represents a deep part of the flow.

The saaple of the dike was taken froa a point 559 feet froa the

northern contact of the dike with the sandstone and aheut 75 feet helow the present upper surface.

The southern point of contact is ill-

node from s point
dsfined, hut is seeas likely that the selection was

not far froa the Riddle of the dike.
?ITROGI?APEIC STUDIES
parts; first, a aegaThe pctrographie stud: consisted of two
features as color and texture;
seopie evaluation to deterainc such
the thin-section to deteraine the
and second, a alcroscopic study of
end their orientation. The thinnature of the individual ainerals
the hand spesi.cn. snail ehip.
sections were aade by selecting froa
grinding then down on a rotary iron
•ensuring about 1" 1 1" X i" and
.hen one surface was
ewery powder,
dirt with approplate grade, of

-14-

/rroroid

sncoth. it was polished en a glees plate with fine powder una

after feeing washed to remoTe all duet end foreign par tie lee. It was
The coarse

then cemented with Senade Balsa* or to a glees elide .

grinding was then continued en the ether surface until the roci sliee
was shout .03

ran.

thick.

After thoromgh cleaning,

glees ©orer slip

vas cemented orer the slice with Cased* Eelaam.
»'aln

Sheet

egascoplcally, the St. Holyoke dlebaae la a dark grey ephanltle

rook with a few scattered phenooryata of feiaapar measuring about 1 an.
in length ana hawing a lath- shaped eprearanee.
Under the sicroaeope, the thin-section ahowed the

a i abasia

tex-

feldspar
ture with well developed idlo&orphle lath-ahapcd eryatalc of
were fresh
In a less well defined seas of pyroxene, the feiaapars
siae scatterana generally email hat with a few phenooryata of larger
ed here and there,

la nearly erery Instance, the phenocrysts heia

a zonal
Inclusions of smeller feldspars and magnetite and displayed
good right angle
structure. One of the large feldspars displayed
indentified aa the orthoeleawage and exhibited no twinning and wr s
the alb its twin on the 010
elaae feldspar. The extinction angle of
which would Indleate that the feldrace waried from 2S to 25 degreee.
^ost of the pyroxenes were
apara were andeslne and labradorite.
high extinction angles when eat
elsudly in appearance and showed
whan cat normal to the long axis it
Parallel to the long axis, and
These with other optical properties
showed a symmetries! extinction.
Sumerou.
pyroxene waa the mineral angite.
•onlft indicate that the
eat
elaplayea a parallel extinction when
pyroxene, were found which

-25-

parallel to the long axis and probably represented enstatlte.

In

most Instances: the pyroxenes were hypldloaorphlc and rarely idlomorp*ie towards the feldspars.

The feldspars ana pyroxenes were present

In nearly equal amounts and eeeaed to eonpose the hulk of the nee a.
One isolated ealelte crystal was detected.

Magnetite grains of

several siaes were scattered throughout the section and were generally Idlonorphie towards the pyroxenes snd often towards the feldspars.

There was no glass, nor any Indications of weathering.

ibi

.

.

Hsgaeeopieally. the dike is a dark grej to alaost black arhenitle

rock with numerous scattered phenoerists of lath-shaped feldspars
measuring about 1 ma. in length and showing polyoynthetie twinning.
Uhder the nicroseope, the thin-section showed diabasle texture
in a
with well-defined idionorphic lath-shaped crystals of feldspar
waking up the
less well defined nass of pyroxene, the two ainerals

hulk of the roek in nearly equal proportions.

Larger phenoerysts of

section and in *ost infeldspar were sren scattered throughout the
towards pyroxene, but
stances were lypidioisemhls. being well-«ef<ned
The extinction angle of the
xenoffiorphic towards smaller feldspars.
Tarlsd fro. 15 to 55 degrees
albite twin on sections normal to 010
andesine and lahredorite.
indicating that the feldspar ninerals were
were rare and the only sonal
lo orthoelase was detected . Inclusions
Most of the feldspars were
structure was in the larger feldspars.
frequently toward, auglte. but in
idieworphic towards nagnetite and
idioworphie towards feldspar. The
»«ny instance, the latter was
in solor and showed a high extinetpyroxene was pale yellow to green

26lon, angle, indicating that the mineral waa audita.
fie tee ted.

vas

The pyroxene

<sas

5o anatatlta

clear and contained In aeaa eases,

The anglte waa frequently xeneaorphle.

lne Ins lone ©f magnetite.

Magnetite waa present In eeatterefl grair.a and waa waually

rerphlc towards anglte.

iflto-

There was considerable intersti tlal glass

wlnnte lnelualona
of a hrown or green color, carrying Ul-d*ftm*d and

which appeared to he amorphous.
ANALYTICAL PBOCEItmX
ont the chemical
The following procedure uaef In carrying
the dllte, la essentially
analysis of the t. Kolyoke dlahaae and
modifications taken. whsneYor
that of Quthrie and Millar <S> with

Hlllehrand (6), ami "lllard and
fea8 ible. from Washington (1).

Fursan (17).
l-reparatlon of t he Sample

««
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ground further in an agate mortar and sifted.

Care was taken to

insure that none of the material was lost during the final stages.

In this manner, about 10 grams of a homogenous material was prepared
at one time with a minium of loss or of oxidation.
A. Fusion

To fuse the material, about .1 gram of the rock sample wbs care-

fully weighed out into a small platinum crucible and six times the
sample weight of BOdlum carbonate was added.

The contents were mixed

thoroughly with a small length of platinum wire.

The crucible,

covered, was placed on a triangle support over a low bunsen flame

until the mass had fused quietly.

The cover was lifted at intervals

to insure the presence of an oxidizing atmosphere.

A full flame of

a i'eker burner was then applied for several minutes until there was
no further evolution of carbon dioxide and the molten mass was clear.
The crucible and contents was then permitted to cool, with the cover

removed.
B. Treatment of the Fused Mass.
1. Extraction and Solution of the Cake

After the mass had cooled, about

.5 oc.

of water were added

and set aside for several minutes, followed by slight heating of the

sides of the crucible to aid in loosening the cake.

The cake was then

transferred to a small platinum dish and the crucible washed out
several times with water.

A few drops of dilute hydrochloric acid

were added to the crucible, which was then set aside.

The platinum

basin was filled about toe-third of its capacity with water and a
cover glass placed over the top.

To prevent the reduction and libera-

tion of chlorine, attacking the platinum, by

the

manganates that

-28-

might be forced, .3 ce. of

95j*

suggestion of Sashlngton (15).

alcohol were

ei!

J

ed, following the

Fro* * pipette tnssrted into the

dish under the rorer el ess w»d hy way of the lip, § co. of 6 nernal
The contents wore heated on

hydrochloric acid were slowly added.

the water hath until effereseenee had ceased, after whloh the eontonta
aeld
of the crucible were acded, and the eower washed with dilute
by agitatinto the haaln. The disintegration of the cake was aids*

ion with a length of

;

The cortr glass and sides of the

latlnu* wire.

plaeed on the steesbasin wars washe' down and the latter was than

bath for evaporation to dryness.
8. Separation of the Silica

allowed to remain on
Aftor reaching dryness, the oalta wars
In ordsr to Insure seriate dehydrathe steas bath for about an hour
co. of concentrated hydrcehlcrie
tion of the slllea. After cooling. 1
of hot water ard the fixture was
acid was added, followed by 10 ce.
until all the chlorides were dissolved,
then heated on the eteas-bath
. 100 ••• beaker and subsequent
followed at ones by filtration into
acid. The filtrate was trasswashing with sold water containing
for the
and placed on the »*• « bath
ferred to the ssae platlan. dish
silioa -as
seenti«e. the washing of the
the
Tn
evaporation.
second
beaker.
collected is the sase 100 ce.
eospleted. the filtrate being

*

one
evaporation was dehydrated for
the dryed see. of the second
-id.
of .6 oc. of concentrate*
beur. followed by the addition
and
5 ec. of war. water added,
five .inute. on the stee*-beth.
through
the stea. bath, filtered
offr heating several .mote, on

~«-

*

ease beaker.
•aether filter into the

-St-

The sillea residue was washed , ae before, and allow d to 6rai

The dralnec' filter was then introduced into a

era all

.

platlnua crucible

covered, and the paper slowly charred over a low bnnaen flaae, after

which the cover was removed, the crucible tilted on its a!6e and heated to a ref heat until all the carbon was reaovee*.

The cover was

then replaced and the heating continued over a full flaae of a

burner for about thirty alnutee.

lieker

The first silica residue «me then

added to the second and ignitee, as before, end the eoablned residues

were ignited to constant weight.

Correction for the various lepuritles wee carried out by

soistenlng the residue with water, adding 2 drops of 1:1 sulphuric
acid and 1 ee. of hydrofluoric acid*

The contents were evaporated,

with care, in a radiator, consisting of roast eg the platlnua crucible
in a glass triangle supported on a larger porcelain crucible,

wMeh

in turn set upon an sabestus board; sll resting on e tripod.

The dry

Bass was ignited to constant weight and the true value of the sillea
fc

r.d

by difference. The silica residue contained alualsa, 5ron,

tl tenia and phosphorus per. toxic's as lnpurltles sad the cruel Me con-

taining these after the removal of silica was set aside to be used

later in the KgOj deterainatlon.
2

.

Detaralnatlor. of the H g o3 Oxides

To the filtrate obtained from the sillea separation, Z, which
should, not exceed a veliuae of 40

cc;

3 ec. of concentrated hydro-

chloric acid were added and 8 drops of aethyl red indicator.

Proa a

pipette, concentrated ammonium hydroxide was slowly ad£ed until the
ferric hydroxide Just began to settle out, at which point the volume

30the
made up to about 50 sc. and the solution heated almost to
To the
toiling point. A alight exeeee af ammonia was then sdced.
solution were addalkaline solution, 1.5 ee. of a saturate-? bacaine

*dditton of dilute
ed, alkalinity being insures by the alsultaneona

ammonium hydroxide.
added until the

1

«lth constant stirring, aaconlaa hydroxide was

dioator changed to a distinct yellow color. After

ae.
boiling for one ninute, the solution was filtered hot into a 150

solution.
beaker an* the residue washed with 2* hot amnoniu* ahloride

on
Complete washing was not necessary, the flltrete wan evaporated
which night
the steam-bath, being kept alkaline, until any hydroxides,

be present, settler out and filtered.
sc. beaker
the precipitates were dissolved Into the original 160
the filtrete brought
by the addition of hot 1*1 hydrochloric acid, and
then carried out aa beto a Tolxnse of about SO ea. Precipitation was
then sdded end the
fore. 1 ec. of aaeerated filter- paper cream waa
filtered through a
mixture thoroughly stirred. The nixture waa then
ammonium chloride
fresh filter and washed tan Uses with a hot
recovered aa before.
solution. The hydroxides in the filtrate were

calcium and aagneslua
fhe filtrate la to be used later for the
and determination la
determination, and while the HgOg precipitation
en the eteaa bath and
being ecntiamed. aa below, this should be placed
evaporated.

hydrochloric
The solution was made alightly acid with

acid and 5 to 10 ee. of nitric acid were added*

draining, was placed in
The residue containing the oxides, after
earlier in the silica
the platinus crucible which waa laid aaide
the paper was charred
determination, §* With the crucible cerered,

-Slthe
ower a low flase, then the cruolble wee tllte? on its elds,
about
eorer leaned against It and eosplete ignition eer tinned for

thirty ainutes over a 3?eksr.

the Ignited residue aeeerding to Wash-

phosphorus,
irrton, oor.talcsd the oxldec of elualnur, iron, tlteniun.
oil loon.
aaagansse, sireoniun, the rare earths, ebroalUR, Tenadlun, an*

with
The ellloa inpurlty was renewed by treating the residue

1 ee.

S drope
of hySrofluerle eeld an« allowing to stand for one-half hoar.
dryness in
of sulphurie aold were then added and after evaporation to

the radiator, the

ass was ignited to constant weight ©wer the Kefcer.

4. Deterainaticn of Total Iron
The residue fron

&

was fused with 1 grass of potaeeiua pyro-

sulphate in a platinua omsihls.
the

tmm

mm

A low heat was applied first until

and the
had fnsse quietly, whereupon the heat was insreased

kept aoltcn until it becaae clear.

After cooling, the cake was

co. of water eontransferred to a platlnua hasln and dissolved in IS
was transtalning .8 so of concentrated sulphuric acid. The aolutlon

ferred to a 155 sc. flaalr, filtering if necessary.

Hydrogen sulphide

<?as

was passsd through the solution for about

solution wss raised
thirty ainutes, after which the temperature of the
continue* for fifteen
to the boiling point and the passage of the gas
was allewe« to
alsutcs. *ith the gas still being passed, the solution
The residue was
eoel and then filtered at once into another flask.
To the filtrate
washed three tiaee with sold hydrogen sulrhide water.
sore gas passsd. Carbon
5 os. of 111 sulphuric acid ware adds<* and
aeld on marble ehlpa
dioxide, prepared by the action of hydrochloric
water, was parse* through
and washed with sopper sulphats solution and

-52sulphide had been rethe foiling .elution until all the h*<!rogen
possible, with earbon
R0Te d. The solution was eeoled as eulekly aa
©nee with about .1
dioxide passing all the while, and titrated at
kept wrfer 150 e*.
normal permanganate standard. The volume wae
5. Determination of Titanium
4, was evaporated
The eolation from the iron fetermlnetion,
oxidised with 2 ee. of a *«
to a veins, of lees then 100 ae. and
up to 100 ee
peroxide solution. The volume »as then made

hydrogen

with dilute sulphuric acid.

SO as. were plaoed ir a Sassier tube

solution in another tube, the
and compared to a standard titanium
oolor with 5* sulphurie sold.
standard being diluted to the pre r or
Earths
6. ustaminatien of the Alkaline

fro. the

the evaporated filtrate
To determine the alkaline earths,
to a volume of 15 ee.
oxide determination, 8. was aade up

hjdroohlorio aold were a.ded. alae 3 drape
and * ae. of concentrated
1.5 ee. of oxalie aeid
nethyl red. To the hailing solution.

of

in 25 aa. of water) ware added
solution (1.5 grams of oxalie sold
aolution of dilute ammonium
eB d then, very elcwly. a filtered
aolution beeame neutral. A few
hyfroxide was Introduced until the
aeid were than eddad. followed by
mora tbie eentimetere of oxalie
The mixture wae allowed to
alight exeeas of ammonium hydroxide.
a

was then filtered off. —he*
.tan. for one hour. The residue
diaa lv.« in hot 5:20 h^roehlorl.
time, with sold water and then
with hot IX* aeid ant the filtrate
moid. The filter was wasbef
eeleium precipitated as
-de ta a volume of 15 or 20 ae. and the
off.
hoar, the residue waa filtered
before. After .tending for one

-33w^el-ed with

1* ammonium oxalate, dried and

to constant weight ov.r a Maker,

Ignite*" forty minutes

too flltrato was placed on tho

allowed
.team heth, 18 ©e. of concentrated at trie *eld edSed, and
t© evaporate to dryness.

the ahove
To determine magnesium, the email residue left from

aeie ant
evaporation woe mol.tcned with concentrated hydroehlorle
oelntlen. 1 c«.
10 ee. of war* water were a<*ded. To the filtered
methyl red were
of concentrated hydroehlorle aeld and 3 dropo of

added.

The

tolui was

wade to 15 ee. aid then 3 grama of a .old

1th eondl-ammonlum pho.phete .olution waa added with atlrrlng.
concentrated ammonium hydrox»tant agitation, a filtered eolutlon of
a di.tlnet yellow color.
ide waa edde<* until the Indicator turned to
standing for aboat
2 ee. In excess of the base were addef. After
washed with dilate emmonluw
four hour., the re.ldue woe filtered off,
dilute hydrochloric add,
hydroxide, 1:19. dissolved with I cc. of
as hefore. The residue,
washed *lth hot water, and then precipitated
weight.
after drainage, was ignited to oonetent
C. Determination of Ferrono Iron

gram of the sample sea weighed
To determine the ferrous Iron. .1
containing a email coil of platinum
I»te a email platinum crucible,
treatment. A drop of dilate
wire to prevent humping daring later
of 5 ee. cf concentrated
sulphuric add was added. A mixture
add. and » oe. of water, wee
.ulphurle acid. 5 ec of hydrofluoric
crucible
was about one-thir' full. The
added to the crucible until it
for five .inend It. content, .i—red
waa placed over a low flame
one.
cover, were then introduced et
utcs. Crueihle. content., and
water, and
mixture ef 150 ee. of cold boilod
a
ecntainlng
fl-x
a
into

-842 eo. of dilute sulphuric aeid, 1:1, and titrated At once with
•1

noml

permanganate standard.

1. feater chore 110 degrees

To <r.eterslnc water abo*e UkO degrees, a erall quantltj of
the sample wee welched into a dried l^ng hard glee* tube, eleeed

at one end.

A wet filter paper was wrapped about the tube near the

open end and the closed end strorgly heated in a flans. The water,
driven off, was permittee to condense soae distar.ee up the tube. The
closet* end,

containing the anhydrous powder, was out off, the tube

cooled ae quickly as possible, weighed, and then heate?

e-*aln to

drire out the water. Iron the weight of the dried tube , the weight of
the water was found by difference. This weight included both hydro-

scopic and combined water.
2. Water below 110 degrees

To deterulrc hydroscopic water, about .2 of a gran of the
air-bath
ranple was weighed into e weighed crucible and left in the

represented the
at 105 degrees for scTeral hours. The loss in weight

hydroscopic water.
2,.

£e termination of the Alkalies

sample was weighed inTo determine the alkalies, .1 gran of the
anount of resublined atawoniue
to a small platln n crueible, an equal
purified ••leitm eerboashloride and nine tines the sasple weight of

ate were added.
•nail hole la an

After thorough nixing, the crucible was set in a
asbtstua board with one-third of it below tho level

and with the aid ef a
cf the asbestus. ? e ©over was put in place,

very low flane, tmtll all the Tapers were driven off*

plntimm basin, fillr

A eeall

with cold water was plaeefl on top of the

crucible, and the flase Iserenaed nrtil the lower third was a bright

The heating wee continued for a* oat forty- f! re slautee. After

red.

the elntored cake hod cooled, enough ^ater w*e added to jnst eorer it

and

auicklise allowed to slake.

tfee

The e entente were then transferr-

ed to e pletlnua basin, washed with a little water and the

Fncugh water wao added te increase the

ground with an agate peotlo.
volaae to about 10 oo.

eon tea to

The eolation wae holloa for severe 1 ainutee,

and filtered hot Into i 100 ee. hosier.

Tfee

basin sad residue were

was ed with hot wator several tlaee.

Following Washington** asthod,

the flltrste wae treated with

and the
e little concentrated eaaottiua feydrewide, about 5 drops,

solution brought to a boil.

8 ee. of a so lotion of 1.5 grass of

seaonlmi oarbonsto in 25 eo. of water were then added and the boil-

eontlnuee for a alnute or two.

The residue was filtered off froa

the hot eolation which ran eolleotod ta a 300 ee. Silliasnite
washed with hot water until all
evaporating dish. The residue
wae kept undor
chlorides war* reaeved froa the filter. The voleae
stesa bath and to tfee dry
80 oo. The dish, covered, was placed on tfee

M

evaporated to dryness.
aass. 1 ©o. of 95* alcohol were added and

TB ,

©entente were carefully seated

r-ver

a low flase. avoid-

chloride fusee had been
ing decrepitation, until all the asaonlua
added to dissolve the
driven off. After cooling, enough water wae
added to precipitate
drop of very dilute bariua chloride was
drops of asaonlua carbonate. The
any sulphates, followed by a fsw
suffileat «ufr was add,* to
©entente were evaporated to dryness,
filtered Into a weighed piatinua
dissolve the salt, and tfee solution

salts.

A

76After eraparetion
bBsin an« washed with wall quantities of water.
flan* to «riwe off ell
to dryness, the basin *es heatad ower e low
setter* At the
aaaonltm ehlorlde fanes end to reaore any organie

wee stopped.
polat of incipient fusion of the aelts, the heeting
the eelte being
After coolirg, the basin and salts were weighed,
as ehloridee of sodium and potasslun.
filtered, ana
The salts were dissolwed in 1 to 6 •«. of water,
aeid added to reaet with all the sodlun and

gjiip ohloroplatanie
wotassiun.
ti

by smltiplying
The anount of reagent neeeasary was found

as all sedias, hy 3* If the
e weight of the ehlorldes, figured

par auble eentiaeter. The
rsageat contained .05 grans of platlnw.
It beeeoe syrupy sad
eolation was heated en the steew, hath until
as. of alsohol < 5 wol.
solidified upoa eeellag. After sealing. 10
added, the residue filtered
af 96* aloohol in 1 vol. of water) were
with wore of the aleohel.
off la a weighs* Coosa eruslble. weshe*
for ore-hrlf hour, eool.d la a
dried i* an air hath et 180 dagreas
potasaiutn rhloro nlatinate.
deenieator *cd then weighed as
the
poteesiua as the shlcro-platlnate to
*, eenwereion of the

shloride wee found by dlfferenee.
ehlsride, the welua of the sediw.

M

the esterlnation of sodlu

in the wain sheet, ths aodlfisd

whieh the sodiim was fsund as the
Barler-Koltoff aethod was need In
asetete. the swapls was first
triple seat of sodiuB-sino-uranyl
J.H.wenes S.ith method and ths
treated as shows hy the aodifieA
eweparef
with hydroehlorie aeid aad
eolation aade slightly aaid
in water,
basin. The residue wa. dissolred
pletinu*
a
la
dryness
to
ea.
sad the volume reused to 1
tranaferred to a 100 ee. beaksr

-37To this liquid, 10 ce. of a *lne-uranjl-ae«tate solution were adds*

with vigorous ntirrlrr.
short tlwe an 6

Th< precipitate was

ullew' to stand for a

filtered through « porous porcelain crucible.

thexs

The residua was washed with snail amounts of the precipitating agent
and finally with

Mp

alcohol saturated with the triple salt. The

residue w s air-dried and weighed ea the triple salt,
F. Icterainatlrn of r'hos'pr.pruB

For the deterninatlor. of phosphorus, .2 grass of the sawple were

weighed into

by

1

a

platinun basin and E ©c. of water were added, followed

ee. of ecneertrata<? ultrie acid and ,5 ee. of hydrofluoric acid.

The aixture was evaporated to dryness on

t e

eteea hath. Two evaporat-

ions with snail aseunts of nitrle acid followed and the salts were

heated until the? were Drown in color.

The aooled mass was sMetened

with e es. of a aixture of nitrle sold, diluted with four tines its
voluae with water.

After gentle boiling for several ninutrs, the

residue wns filtered off and washed with dilute warn nitrle arid.
The volume was kept under 13 so. Then* 5 ee. of a bci.1«p nitrate

solution

(2(40

grass to the liter) were added and to the hot

hdV ng

solution, a hot nlxture of 4 ee. each of aosoniu* nolybdats and dilute

nitric acid were added.

After standing a few hours the precipitate

was filtered off and washed with equal parts of water, nitrle acid,
and ajwoniua nitrate .

Fo precipitate was

form?

at this point and

the de termination was therefore carried no further.

Bad there been any precipitate foraed , the subsequent procedure

would have been as fellows.

A beaker was pi seed under the funnel

which was filled with swnonlus hydroxide diluted with equal parte

of water, to solleet the filtrate. The filter -as washed with *howt
aix volumes ef water. A so utlon of 2 se. of segnesia aixtwre was

-38-

added through the
over-night.

stn

filter and the mixture allowed to steed

The residue wee filtered off, washed with e week

ammonium hydroxide solution e»d ignited to cene tent weight,
G. Xcterainfttlon of ganaansae

For the determlnatina of manganese, abont .1 of e gram of
with about t ee.
the sample wee decomposed la a platinum crucible
sulphuric aeid and 1 ee. ©f hydrofluoric eeld, the mixture

of

driven off.
was heated until heavy ferae of sulphur trloxid* w*re
aeid
The residue was dissolved la 5 ee, of 6 noraal sulphuric

volumetric flask.
end filtered. If necessary. Into e 50 ee.
grama of potassinm
the solution, there were added about .1*

To

permanganate, a
periodate to oxidise the manganese sulphate to
the roluw* wee
proerse aided by alight heating. After cooling,
tube. This tube
made up to 60 ee. and transferred to a Hessler
sufficient standard
was compared with another tube containing
unknown.
permanganate solution to mateh the color of the
Apparatus Heed

with the exception of
The apparatus used In thte work was,
analytical laboratory.
platinum ware, that found la the average
small pleti urn crucible* of
All ignitions and fusions were made in
of silica and other
about d ce. eepacity. For the determination
contamination from pyrex
constituents where there was danger of
used of a* out 40 cc. capacity.
beakers, small -1st inun basins acre
small eepacity were weed. In
Otherwise, pyrex backer* en* flacks of
cm. paper was used.
filtration*, a small fonnel taking a 7
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porlty of Remcente Used

Graeeelli Chcaieal Company

CP.

Aeld Hydrechlorlo

.0001*
.0001*

SO3
g0
bJI. (aa Pb)

•5T to

HC1 - «
E.v.:.
Fe As -

Dp. Gr. 1.15T8 - 1.1944
free
Free CI

.

.

.

.00021*

CP. Baker^

Aeld Hydrofluoric

lot #TH7?

Analysed

TT.7.S.

.0015*

50H.§. (as Pb)
Fe

CI
S0 4

..000*

P

About 48 * HP
H0SIP4

-.09*

.00*
.0005*
.0000
.

•

CP.

U

Lot #31733

Baker* • Analysed
.000*
.000*
.0000*

CI S04

.000*
.COO*

I.K.(ae Pb)
Fe

.015*

Sub. not pp't. by

CP.

Uranlsa acetate
Mat.
Xssol.
In
CI

Lot #41^34

Baker's Analysed

01*

«..»--

mggmm

4

000*

- - - -

Zinc Acetfef

Allc.

5C5*

- - .0004ft
- - .00001*
- - .00000*

.COOfc*
- -.000,*

H.H.(ss Pb)

OOOJ
-OOOfi

Fe

TTranoss TSranlus - - .10*

4 Al*. ?artha-.04*

mate

r * s - p#

qntftMfmi PotasslUF fluoride

Potasslna Ferlodate

c,p- Ba*•^,

Pure

CP.

AnmlJ15 * A

Lot #t *T06

Klaer 4 Aaend

Sbcrbaeh * Son

Co.

^40-

CP.

*— ««itn« Hypoxias
e~

firaeselli Chenloal G©ap*ny

- m - - - -90

mmm

5ffr.::SS
») - -0008*
QLcu
-

».

0OCB*

S04
Fe 0005*
KJa04 as SOg

c{
Sabst.

- : :
:

S^Bat. .-385
-0008*

SO*
inaol. Uat.

I*t #414??

^

- - : : :
H.l.(aa Pb)

SL

-.001*
- -.00**

i.f

Pheai*ate

006*

: ::Sot
!?* - I - - - 4835p
*
£**;. to Fhenol.alk

%S04
t^^l^ Bl«l»Wft

Lot * 8185*

B^traltty
Ca A «C -

- -

-OCT*

-

-000*

B.B. (aa Pa)
P*

2
:
Alkali
-

- :

:
salts

<•«

*«

Insol. Mat. X*B. loss - B. soap. - - Ca * MS BP'**
H.K.
Slllaaft»B4 0H
prsel itate -

-*S»

- -.08*
"

™

CF.Baker's Analyae*

-.none
I**

C.r.Baker's Analyse*

ff*. ;
.000*
-.002*
*
tf«
«a«t.Ca ft «« PP *•
*
^
.

008*
Let 152735

H.M. (aa Pb) - -.OOt*
Inaol. Hat. wafi
BVejM pp't. - -.010*

A.CS.

s Analysts
c p mover's
c.P.wuwr
cj
-.008*
-.80*
.,„

-*XSJ
--005;
-•000*

-.005*

^84

-.0000*

*.

m
SaBttBS Carbonate

f

C.P.Baker's Analyse*

JSTi-

oralis Aol*

001*

Analyse*

CP. Baker's

ChlerUe

P04

.00008*

CP.Baker'e Analyses

oxalate

^nltm

-28-89*

~ ~

SB*

»
pi

m —

«.

^4
7JS
e

J
8

*

'

-«»

Lot #61735

—.009*
000*
oi*
-.00004*
000C*
-.001*
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AEALYTICAL RESULTS

lain Sheet
"

*<jrt

.AT

'",}

Sort

«

1

1

rt

*

\T.

_

a.

SiC g

50.42
50.40

TiO£

1.04
•99

•02

50.41

.05

1.01

10.45
10.81
.16
.14

SgO

6.82
6.47

c&o

10.16
10.10

8.68
2.56

V*
V>~
Total

.17

50.25

tio2

1.82
1.26

.06

1.29

16.20

•85
.78

Veiei

*«2°8

.14

*2°8

50.34
50.17

16.40

A1 8 03

**©

Si02

12.61
12.57

.04

12.59

.19
•18

.01

.18

if

.01

6.42

10. If

11.08
10.65

.88

10.84

2.62

1.80
1.69

• 11

1.74

.62

.57
.57

.00

.57

FeO
.24

lo.as

.02

.15

mo

6.48

Hgfl

.86

.06

.12

.07

£

6.64

tr.

v

.92

+

.46

100 .08

none

V>6

1

Total

w*

1.08
.26

100-75
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3>isrjssica
It has already heen stated that

say

on

field studies, aa well

aa the obserravions of others* hare led to the ooncl vision that
stain Helyoke

sheet is extrusive in nature.

the

The petregraphie studies

la the preceding pages support thia conclusion.

Jiegaaeepieally

the reek is aphaiitie in eaeh Instance, indicating a short period

of crystallisation and the lack of aaff latent tiae to perait the
growth of large crystals.
period of crystallisation

The thin-seetlena show* also, that the
sraa

hrtef ainea the crystal hoi rdariee

between sueeeseiwe einaral species are not always sharply defined.
The feldspars, while generally idioaerphie towards the later pyroxenes,
2
inarc sosetioas hypidioaorphie an* ewen xenoaorphie towards then,

dioatisg that the crystallization of these aluerals was nearly
and that
aiwnltaneoua and supports farther the idea of rapid cooling
the flow was extrueixe.
waa onoted to the
it will he recalled that on page 10 Baven

eaealtls aagaa, plsgioelaaa
effoet that "in the crystallisation of a
at a very early peried*. r rther.
end pyroxene crystallise oat together
tendency to
Bewen stated "plagieclase has a greater specific
(21). It appears,
Idioworphlea nnder aanditioao of rapid growth".
fsxor of the supposition
therefore, that the ewiflence ia atrongly i»
ia its origin and, aa
that the St. Hoi yoke diebaee ia extrusive
aaet cat it. *a are now
earlier ahown. that the dike ate Dry Break
data, concerning the genetie
in a poaition to examine the ehenieal
relation between the two roek aaaseo in Question.

-43Ab examination of tha data In Tabls I» page 41, shows at once
e

very close similarity between the wheal oal constituents of the

two roe* masses.

The only differences of any degree are hetwren

the iron oxides sad the oxides of alusiaur, silica, sodium

potassium.

and

In the dike, the total Iron oxides shew an inere*ee

over that In the main sheet of about 2. SO*, while the sua of the
other oxides shows a fleereaae of about 2.49*,

Tn other words, the

Iron oxides* commonly sailed feale oxides, here increased at the

expanse of the ealle oxides.

The variations in the ease of the

other oxides Is negligible and needs no comment.
diagrammatic w«?y t
A very convienent sethod of showing. In a
Table I. page 41. is that nethod employed by Kemp <*>.

the data 1

oxides Into their
Be converts the percentage eonpesltlon of the
by the aoleenlar
noleeular ratios by dividing the percent eoaposltlon
oenter point, eras
weight of the oxldo and ther eonstruots, from a

propertl nal in length to these values.

Sines the slliea has the

saah half being
largest aoleeular ratio, its value is halved,
either aids of the center
extended out, in a horlnontel line fro*
above, the value for the
point. On a vertical line are extended,
arma at 40 degrees fren the
line and, below, that for alanine. On
right suadrant and
vertical are measured, starting in the upper
saguesls. potensla. soda, and
proceeding elooxwlse. the values for
each ar> is then connected with
the iron oxides. The end-point of
have been drawn by
adjacent arma. Figures 1 and 2 on page 44
the

determine the .elseuler
this nethod. using the data in Table 1
directly fro. the r.reent*go
ratios. Figures * and 4 are drawn
for comparison.
eoaposltlon and have seen Included

44-

Ak03
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Main Sheet
--Dike.

<S;0

S,o i

aO

L

GO

JeO fliO

?eO fyO ALOj fao K^o
Grajpl?

3

0.
Q.

AlA NAl 0 1^0

Or.

Al.

A*. D.

Hi.

01

Hi- U.

?.

?,

m

zi.

ones
The similarity between the two rocks is apparent at
the ease of
froa the two sets of figures en pege 44, and in
variation.
figures 1 and 2, there is hardly any perceptible

slight variation in
In order to aegnify. as It were, the
sheet and the difce.eereral
the ehesieal composition ef the nain
eeapoeiticn, or
graphs «ere constructed in whieh the percentage
in preportif *t lengths
the acleeular ratios, were laid out
oxides were laid out
en a vertical line, and the corresponding
spaced fro* each other. Graphs
»B a horlscatal «xl«. eQualljr
constructed froa the aeleeular rati-s
1 and 2 ea page 4S were
Each diagram shows
and percentage eoaposition respectively.
feaie oxide over the sails
definetly a slight increase of the
to the aain trap sheet.
axide in the dike as eoapared
al (19). the
Following the method ef Cross et

the data in Table
each rook was calculated fro.

I,

new

with the

results shown in Table II.
Table II

Main Sheet
Quarts
Orthoelase
toorthite
^iopside
Kypersthene
OliTine
Magnetite

5

^

%mS
7, J

of

.48

5.34
I*-**
18 . 10
27.84
.46

IJ
*2

_g.28

mJU

50.40
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eoapoaiticu
The nor. of e rook Is defined as "the ohenieel
other words,
expressed 1b terms of the standard BlBerel.". or 1b
.tender* aiarrele ts
the percentage weight, of these. (13) By
ehenicel ooaroeition
.east those which hare a eonetaat one definite
groups, although theee aey or
and inelude both the .alio end feni.

say aot he presest ia the roe*.
nora froa the eheaieel
The first atop in the calculation of the
eoBpoeltioB ia teras of the
analysis ia to ooBvert the percentage
the foraer valne ay
oxide into the aoleculer ratio, by dividiag
eaouat of each is then assigned
the aeleeular weight. The proper
ainerals, staring first with
as need to fora the vericme standard
aad whose eeapcition is fixed.
these containing the rarer eleaente
the relatiTe anaher of aoleet,!..
The values so obtained expresses
this ay the r.cl.euler weight of
of each aineral and by aultipying
weight, or nora.is f.nnd.
the Bir.erel the pereeBtage ay

oxide

number of molecules of each
T.ble. «I«Bd 17 shea the relative
the
varieu. oxides are er.igr.ed to
and the order in which the

Ilaenlt.
fro. left to right or froa
proper aineral. the order heing
conversion
Ills and If. show how the
to divine or *aarta. Table.
weight or
aolecule. to the percentage
of
number
relative
fro. the
aaplify
on page 49. In order to
fend
are
table,
These
i.
graphs, similar to
as given in table II.
these value, for the aoras
aol.onler
percentage position end
construction to those showing
.he- the relative a*c*nt. ef
«.
Graph
P.*.
drawn.
ratlo . were
relative amount, of
while graph 4 .how. the
aineral.
e,ch
tmU for each ro.h. A .tudy of these
the toeal salie and total
the feaie
clearly a .light gain of
irdle.tea
graph,
table, and
sheet. The
a. -pared to the
is the
sail,
the
over
aiaeral.

mm

mm.

mmUm

Um

-48Table III Main sheet
Mt.

-)

.640
.161
.001
.143
•166
•190
•042
.009
.013

S102
AlgG 3
>«£Og
FeO
CaC

ar
TtOg

or.

Al.

54
9

42

IfcO.SlOs

FeO.SlOg
FeO. £102
asco.stoo
gFeO.SiOg
FeO.FesOfc

t,

S18
109

li.

Hea.

14S

174

71

£24

1.

124

80

1
13

1

m

109

100

71

9

13
Sheet

fable TJIa

XgQ.AlgOg.esiOg
Sa*0.Al£0s.6£i0 2
CeO.AlgOg.2S10g
CeO.SlOg

.

X 586
X 524
X 278
X 116
X 100
X 132
X 100
X 132
X TO
X 102
1 X 232
13 X 152

t
42
110
71
5S
16
99
29
77
23

-

8.00
22.00
80.88

Orthoelaee

-

18.85

Diopslfle

"

13.83

uppers these

"

7.74

OllTlne

- - m -

.23
1.98

Magnetite
Ilsenlte

mite
Ancrthlt-e

Table IT
Oxide

Mol.Rat.

SlOg
AlgOg
FegGg
F*0

.£37
•149
•002
.175
.160
.193
.028
•006
.015

CaC
MagO
KgO

m

n.

M
4

168
28

230
115

2
2

15

156

78

115

*

Mi
240

240

7

240

78

28
6

15

1

Table TTa
6 X 856

BagO.Al20jj.6Sl52

CaO.Al£03*25102
CaC.SiOg
VgO.SlOS
FeO.SlOg
MT-.SlOg
FaG.SiOg
FeO.FegOs
FeO.TlOg

WO 2

M.

Al.

t.

28
115
T8
39
39

X
X
X
X

MM

8T8
116
100
X 132
UK) X 100
120 X 1.*«
g X 232
15 X 152
7 X 60

BUM
3.34
14.67
31.97

Orthoelaee
Alblte
Aaortblte

18.10

Diepelde

27.84

Hypersthenic

.46

2.28

Magnetite
Ilftenlte

iuert*

-49lnerease, however. Is shewn t

be slight and the gain In the f«»le

is compensated for, is part,

a loss In the sslie minerals.

The similarities ere further brought out by tin quantitative

classification of the two rock specimens, following the method
outlined by Cross et el. (19)

The method is planned upon the

principle of making "groups of different tsxonosle -value by sub-

division in a diehotoatouB manne

,

based on the comparison of

successive pairs of factors". (19)

Arbitrary divisions are set

up by considering sir-pit proportions as "eenter-points about vhleh

variations nay he allowed within Units, which Units become the
boundaries between petrographieal units". (19)

The dividing lines

between the ce nter points have been set up as the following proportions: 7/1; S/3; Z/9; and 1/7, which then give rise to the follow-

ing five dltlslons:
IT

A/B<2/5 >!/?;

I

A/B >7/l; II A/B<?/1>©73;

T A/B <1/1 .

Us*ng

t

HI A/B<5/3>&/5;

eee five divisions, rocks

are divided into Class, Order, Eand, and Qred with approplate

subdivisions of eash when necessary. Those used in this paper are
the Class, Order, Rang and Subrang.

division and expresses the ratio

of^

The Class is the broadest
the solie te fenle minerals;

the Order expresses the ratio between the acid components Quarts

and feldspar; the Bang expresses the ratio of the bases of the ealle
grotjp to those of the fenle: and the Subrang espressos the retlo of

the compounded bases used in the Bang. Tn regard to the nomenclature,

Class is designated by the ternlnatlon -ane; Odder by -are; and
fenle
Subrang by -ose; the prefix Salfen- indleates that the sails and
Auvergnninerals are present in nearly equal amounts; while Gall- and

are from locality names.

Tables T and TI on page 80 show the results of the classification
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of saeb rock, following the abates dtaerlbed sbore .

The reeka

*

is eoeh instance bare the sane quant! tat S Ye name, and, therefore,
he definition, these two rock masses must belong to the sane

petrographic province*

ihe are chemically alike.

Table ¥
'ain

e>heet

Ratio

Fountf

Group

lane

1,6/1

ITI

Salfemle

0/58

5

Perfelie

<3/5 >l/7

1/8

4

Poealeie

<8/5 >!/?

1/8

4

Tosodle

Clasa

anl/fea

<B/8 >3/B

Order

Q/F

<l/7

KgO WagO/CaC

rani?

Sttbrang

Symbol

111,5,4.*

r.ana

Salfenane Gall are Auv? r f nose

If
Ratio

Class

sal/fas

Order

Q/F

tt:,:.

Subrang
Symbol

rang'
range

>8/5
< 1/7

Found

Group

1.1/1

III

Salfemle

1/1U

5

JPerfelle

KgO BagO/CaO

<3/5 >l/7

1/4

4

Doealeie

KgO/KagO

<3/5 ^1/7

1/3

4

losodie

111,5,4,4
.Salfemane Oallara Auvergaose

It la quite apparent, then, that the chemical analyse e ahev

a rery close similarity between the wain sheet and the dike.
similarity is farther supported by the thin-section study.

TMs
Jhe

aost

outstanding difference between the two specimens was the presence

of glass in the dike and its absence from the wain sheet.

TMs

fact

51-

lndleatee a nore rapid rate of cooling and suggests that crystall-

isation nad act In before the complete ejection of the

nagflia.

The

presence of phenoerysts In eaeh roek probably represents two
generations of feldspars and suggests, again,
had started before the lava had cone to rest.

t:

at crystallisation

The sonal struoture

end the inclusions, in several instances, of aagnetlte and sssller

feldspars, nay indicate that the earlier generation had smarted to

go back into solution

Arte

to unstable conditions just before the

final stages of consolidation.

There is a noticeable increase of

aagnetite in the dike thin-section, as would be expected from the
eh<

Biesl study.

In the oaln sheet thin-section, there were several

phenoeryste of orthoelaae; none were found in the dike.

These

several facts seen to substantiate the chemical Indications that
the two rocks are gene tieallj related but that the dike is aore

fexie.

It would sees, then, that the dike tutting the main sheet

alnply represents a later stage in the ejection and consolidation

of the sane parental magna.

It has beei; shown by several workers,

including rowen, that nagnas, coding slowly, tend to differentiate

chemically by fractional crystallisation.

nornelly segregate in the outer and upper

The sails portions would
series ,

being lighter; while

the heavier fenie portions would tend to segregate towards ths

center.

Joth the ehenieel and thin-section study point towards a

differentiation of this nature.
that ths
Having presented evltfease supporting the supposition

eocpare then
t«o roek nasses are genetically related, we nay now
striking
with sinllar rocks froa other localities. The nost
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dissialiarity is found when the ferric oxide values are coopered.
She average ferric content for the various diRhe.se or hasaltle

rocks in data given h; *Sashington, and review** on page 14, varies

fro* 2.37* to 4.78*. The data given hy aawes, pare 16, for values
in different Connecticut Valley localities, are 1.91* to 3.59*

Pratt found a Talne of 2.S4* for a hasalt near Her id en, Conn,
the ferric value found for the aaln sheet was .14* which when

eospared to the other value*. glv*s a niniau* variation of 1.77*
anft

a aaxinua of 4.64*.

,ZQf, t

The value for the dike was found to he

which, when ooapared to other values . gives a

tion of 1.52- and a naxiaus of 4.40*.

ainlssutt

varia-

A study of the analyses of

as these two
reexs falling in the sane ^antltetive classification
oat of 197 different
and compile* If Washington (5). sho*s that
only six had ferris
analyses of rooks fros all parts of the world,
ne
and of these only two were termed dl*hese;
.47 < and the other fro* ronneetteut
fro* California with a value of
ether
netadi^arc.
with e value of .25* - the latter was a
values ei.iler to those given
analyses of falisadan traps report

vines under

.50

;

writer feels that this fact **y he of
in this paper and while the
*ake the suggestion.
significance, he can do *o .ore than

petrosenctie

expected, are higher than those
the alualna valuer, a* would he
rock*, ft* alu.Sn value in the
given hy other workers for *****
co«pared to the average Palisadsn
dike is found to he 15.20* as
15.92*. The
16.20*. and Ha*e. 14.29* and
T alue of 14.28., Pratt's
of the
the nexi*u* .92*. In the •«•*
«iniu*u» variation is .14* and
other
is 16.40* end ecpsred with
main sheet the aluainn value
m .
«Mrt>4«ef*W
or .48* and a «*xi*u» of 2.12*.
variation of
values, gives a »ini*u?
,

.w »

-53It is evietnt, then, that the dike is in closer agreement in the

alumina values to other localities than is the sain sheet anf that
the variation, on the wv ole, is less then in the ease of the ferric

oxide.
The -variations between the main sheet

anfl

the dike and the

and
other similar rocks. may be further clarified in terms of salic
salic
femie minerals or oxides. The following table shows the total

and femio values ir percent for various localities.

The deviation

in each oaae.
of the values found for the sheet and dike are given
2.

1.

67.^1 67.93
2.74' 2.32

Sal.
S.E.

.25»
Fern.

1.68

S.I
D.D.

.17

3.

65.26 66.65
4.99' 3.60*
1.11'
2.50'

29.78 32.29
4.04
1.53
.77
1.74'

52.66
4.41
1.14

7.

8.

72.3?
1.67'
2.14
4.63
.82

70.25
0.00
2.49

70.25

26.08

27.50

28. £8

6.

5.

4.

68.58

28.81
.56
2.71'

?.17'
6.44'

9.
67 .76

2.49'

2.4?

31.52
3.27

.75'
mf
4. OR' ..if

I

exceeds the other values.
'means that the value of the dike or sheet

vhvnnrh 5 are taken from Washington's data on page 14,near
analysis by Pratt of the .1.
I
"h
of t.o snlys.s by »•«
? is the
sheet by tMs w. Iter.
8 la f-on the analysis of the naln
this wlur.
by
«lke
the
of
9." fr« the analysis

*£

"i

Will

g gJ/^SjT**

I ,tu«y of the abore table

a.eweny

more

nil. thsn

show

at

™»-< 20
" t-

ns. thst the .sin sheet 1.

localities but
.1.1 lar root. fro. other

the ....
Hswe. analyse, of s»P le. fro.
with
p.rfsetl,
agree,
It
thst
1... f«lo then
tin. the ..in shsst 1. slightly
At t h.

wmmh

howerer. 1. gre.t.r
The rsrl.tlon In the ssllo.
«el«ent thst
elation. In regn o to the olae. It
then the
relet.*
elthsr -ay fro. that of the
the sslle eslne Tsrle. slightly
th.
higher In *o.t ^n.tar-e.s
roe*,* hot the fe.lo rein. 1.
the naln sheet. Tn
the "lie
is of th. sane oegre. a.

other relst.d roe*..

U

MM

.arl.tlon

*

'
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other words, the mala sheet is nearly as on eh aore swlle then other
works as the dike la aore feaic. This fast aight seen one of

several things.

If all related diabase rocks were derived froa

the aaae parental aagaa, but et different times nnd differed froa

eaeh other by Tirtue of fractional crystallization, then the earlier
ejections would be characterized by being more sallc than the later
In this eTent the Mt» Holyoke sheet would be one of the

ones.

first aa^aatie ejections and would hence be one of the oldest diabase
rocks.

On the other hand the dike, being aore feaie, wonld be one

of the youngest aeaber of the neries.

froa

i dependant

If the Tarious traps originated

aagaas, then the aaln sheet and the dike would

probably represent fractional crystallization of their parental aagaa,

with the

snore

sallc a«ln sheet oltfsr then the aore feaio dike.

In

any ease, it seeas conclusive, both on the baais of field and wheaieal
studies, that the dike, though younger then the aaln sheet, Is

genetically related to it.
Feasibility of islng Scal-Biero ret- ods
In regard to the feasibility of eaploylng seai-mlcro aethods

for this type of analytical work, the analytical data indicates that
the

Halts of error lie well within

the range allowed! by Washington.

Further, by using saaller aaounts of the saaple and hence less

quantities of the reagents, bulky preoiplt»tes, and volualnous solutions
are « voided which greatly reduoss the ti*e necessary for such operations

as filtration, evaporation, washing of precipitate t?, fuaiona and

ignitions. Guthrie and Miller state that they were able to carry out
an analysis of two saaples for a dozen constituents by seai-aiero
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methods In 35 hours and *dd that for a similar type of analysis

using megascopic methods and one sample, Xashington would allow
28 to 35 hours.

In my own experience, it required about 35

hers

to carry out e determination for thirteen eorst! raents, Including

evaporations and ignitions and running three checks.

*'tth

more

equipment to enable the simultaneous determination of ceveral
oonstitue ts and with unbroken working periods, it is my belief that
the time required for the analysis oould be reduced to at least
25 hours.

Regarding the use of this eethofl we quote from Guthrie

and Miller (?) "if sufficient care be exercised in manipulation

and precautions taken to prevent contamination from external sources,

semt-aioro analytical methods may be applied to rocks, with no
serious loss of accuracy, and with a considerable saying of time*.
CCSCLUSIGH
In conclusion, this paper has presented evidence which supports
the presumption that the Mt, Holyoke diabase sheet and the Dike

slightly
at Dry Brook are genetically related although the former is
more salic than the latter; that the main sheet, though more salio,
and the dike, while more femio, are both closely related to similar

rocks throughout the world and belong to the same quantitative group
which we have establishe

as being Salfeaane Oallare Auvergnose; and

finally, in view of the accuracy and the saving of time, that semi-

micro analytical methods can be used to advantage in igneous rock
analysis.
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